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1. FormStorm Developer Overview 

 

Audience and Purpose of this Document 

 

This guide covers the following topics: 

• Calling FormStorm engines through another application. 

• Calling FormStorm internals in the scope of FormStorm events 

• Analyzing FormStorm output 

The developer who needs to use FormStorm as an engine should be familiar with any programming 
language that can call WIN32 functions. A partial list of such developer tools that can be used is Microsoft 
C#, VB.Net, Microsoft C++, VB6, Delphi, C++ builder, and other development tools capable to call WIN32 
APIs. 

The developer who needs to develop event functionality should be familiar with VB Script or any 
programming tool which can create WIN32 DLLs, like Microsoft C++, Delphi, C++ builder and others. 

Developers who wish to create reports or create any application that use FormStorm log files may use any 
development tool. 

It is assumed that the developer is familiar with FormStorm as a user. To learn about FormStorm, you may 
read FormStorm Enterprise User Guide. 

 

 

The Document Structure 
 

This document is divided as follows: 

• This overview. 

• Using FormStorm as an External Engine. This part should be used by developers who wish to 

use FormStorm inside their application. 

• Using FormStorm events. 

• Exported file formats. 
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2. Using FormStorm as an External Engine  

Functionality 

FormStorm can be used as a complete form processing system. Integrators who wish to embed FormStorm 

functionality into their application may call FormStorm in order to perform the following tasks: 

• Perform recognition on image files. 

• Call verification module. 

• Call SemiForm setup module. 

API structure 

The API functions reside in the file fsapi.dll located in FormStorm directory. They are WIN32 functions.  

The functions one should use can be divided to several groups: 

• Management functions. These are needed for every application which calls FormStorm as an 

external engine. 

• Recognition functions. 

• Verification functions. 

• SemiForm functions. 

Sample Code 

Sample code can be found in FormStorm\Custom\Examples directory. The sample code work is provided for 

VB6, C/C++, and C#. 

There are several include files which are ready for the programmers: 

VB programmers 

fsapi.bas - includes all the definitions of FormStorm Enterprise API calls. 

C/C++ programmers 

fsapi.h - include files with the definitions of FormStorm Enterprise API calls. 

fsapi.lib - export library  

Delphi programmers 

fsapi.inc - include files with the definitions of FormStorm Enterprise API calls. 
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Management Functions 

FSESetPath 

WINAPI FSESetPath (char *szDirectory) 

Purpose 

To set FormStorm path for future calls of FSESetSystemFsesetsystem. 

Parameters 

szDirectory - full path of FormStorm directory (e.g.: "c:\program files\FormStorm"). 

FSESetProductNames 

WINAPI FSESetProductNames (char *szName, char *szFullName) 

Purpose 

To run FSE and show another product name. This may be important for tighter integration of FSE into another 

application. 

Parameters 

szName - short name of the application. Default is FormStorm. 

szFullName - full name of the application. Default is FormStorm Enterprise. 

See also 

FSESetMoreParams, FSESetSystem 

FSESetMoreParams 

WINAPI FSESetMoreParams (char *szParams) 

Purpose 

To run FSE and pass parameters in command line. 

Parameters 

szParams - command line parameters. The parameters should be separated by spaces. See Command Line 

ParametersCommandLineParameters for further details. 

See also 

FSESetProductNames, FSESetSystem 

FSESetSystem 

WINAPI FSESetSystem ( 

   char *szSystem, 

   char *szUser, 

   char *szPassword) 
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Purpose 

To login to a system. 

Parameters 

szSystem - system name 

szUser - user name 

szPassword - password 

Comments 

If FormStorm Enterprise is already running in this system and user - then no action is taken and the function 

returns immediately. 

Before you call FSESetSystem, it is required to call FSESetPath and transfer the location of FormStorm 

installation. 

Before calling FSESetSystem, it is optional to pass command line parameters using FSESetProductNames or 

FSESetMoreParams 

FSEShutDown 

WINAPI FSEShutDown ( long bForce) 

Purpose 

To shut down FormStorm. 

Parameters 

bForce - 0 - do not close FormStorm if it is busy in scanning, OCR, verifying or exporting. 

Comments 

If bForce=0 and FormStorm is busy then the return code is FSAERR_BUSY. 
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Capture functions 

FSECapture 

WINAPI FSECapture ( 

   char *szTIFName,  

   char *szJPGFileNameFormat,  

   long iRunOptions, 

   long *nPages) 

Purpose 

FSECapture run capture module of FormStorm. It returns a multipage TIF file and set of JPEG files to the caller. 

No job is created in FormStorm queues. 

Parameters 

szTIFName - full path to the captured black&white TIF file name. This parameter can be empty string and the 

function will not create black&white file. 

szJPGFileNameFormat - full path to the captured jpeg files. This parameter can be empty string and the 

function will not create gray/color files. 

iRunOptions – Future use. Set to zero. 

nPages – number of scanned pages is returned here 

Returned value of this function is one of: 

FSAERR_BUSY - capture module is busy 

FSAERR_PERMISSION - verifier permission is not installed for that computer 

FSAERR_CANCEL – user cancelled scanning 
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Recognition Functions 

FSERecognize 

WINAPI FSERecognize ( 

   char *szTIFName,  

   char *szRegisteredFileName,  

   char *szPages,  

   char *szJobName) 

Purpose 

To send an image file to processing (OCR). 

Parameters 

szTIFName - full path of input file name 

szRegisteredFileName - full path of output file name for the registered image file 

szPages - should be empty string if all pages should be processed. If only part of the pages in a multipage TIF 

file should be processed, you may use descriptors like "1-5,7,9,45-48" 

szJobName - the job name is returned here for future calls 

FSEGetJobData 

WINAPI FSEGetJobData (char *szJobName, long *nPages) 

Purpose 

To get number of pages in the job that was processed by previous call of FSERecognize. 

Parameters 

szJobName - job name that was returned previously by FSERecognize. 

nPages - number of pages is returned here.FSEGetPageData 

FSEGetPageData 

WINAPI FSEGetPageData ( 

   char *szJobName,  

   long iPage,  

   char *szTemplate,  

   char *szForm,  

   long *nFields) 
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Purpose 

To retrieve template, form and number of fields from a page in the job that was processed by previous call of 

FSERecognizeFserecognize. 

Parameters 

szJobName - Job name that was returned previously by FSERecognizeFserecognize. 

iPage - page number atarting at 1. 

szTemplate - the template name is returned here 

szForm - the form name is returned here 

nFields - number of fields in the page is returned here 

FSEGetFieldData 

WINAPI FSEGetFieldData ( 

   char *szJobName,  

   long iPage,  

   long iField,  

   char *szFieldName,  

   char *szResult,  

   long *iConfidence,  

   long *iLeft,  

   long *iTop,  

   long *iWidth,  

   long *iHeight) 

Purpose 

To retrieve field recognition results from a page in the job that was processed by previous call of 

FSERecognizeFserecognize. 

Parameters 

szJobName - Job name that was returned previously by FSERecognizeFserecognize. 

iPage - page number atarting at 1. 

iField - field number starting in 0 

szFieldName - the field name is returned here 

szResult - the recognized string is returned here 

iConfidence - the confidence of recognition is returned here 
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iLeft - the left pixel is returned here 

iTop - the top pixel is returned here 

iWidth - the width in pixels is returned here 

iHeight - the height in pixels is returned here 

FSEDeleteJob 

WINAPI FSADeleteJobFiles (char *szJob) 

Purpose 

To delete all job related files from the Queues directory. 

Parameters 

szJob - Job name that was returned previously by FSERecognizeFserecognize or by FSEVerifyFseverify.  
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 Verification functions 

FSEVerify 

WINAPI FSEVerify ( 

   char *szTIFName,  

   char *szRegisteredFileName,  

   char *szPages, 

   char *szFields, 

   char *szXML, 

   long iRunOptions, 

   long iModule, 

   char *szJobName, 

   char *szResultXML, 

   char *szStatus) 

Purpose 

FSEVerify runs the verify module of FormStorm. 

Parameters 

szTIFName - full path to the TIF file name. This parameter can be empty string and the function will use the 

registered file name instead of the TIF file name. 

szRegisteredFileName - full path to the registered file. This parameter is mandatory. 

szPages - pages to verify (if you have multipage TIF files). For example: "1,4-6,9". If this is an empty string then 

all the pages will be processed. 

szFields - fields to verify. E.g.: "Invoice Number,Account Number". If this is an empty string then all fields that 

require verification will be verified. 

szXML - full path to the XML file that was created by the OCR module. 

iRunOptions - a set of flags. Possible flags are: 

FSAJO_PUT_IN_QUEUE - put the file in the queue and return. If this is not set then the Verify module will be 

invoked after the job is transferred to the queue. 

FSAJO_WAIT_UNTIL_COMPLETED - run the verify and wait until verify completes verifying the job. If this is 

not set, and FSAJO_PUT_IN_QUEUE is not set, then the verifier will be invoked and the function returns 

before the verifier completes the job. 

FSAJO_KEEP_JOB_ID - use the same job number that was in use while OCRing the job. 

FSAJO_COPY_JOB_INFO – copy job name to job info. 
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iModule - should be one of FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR 

szJobName - job name is provided here or returned here (16 digits, or any number of characters for 

FSAJO_COPY_JOB_INFO) 

szResultXML - full path to the results XML file 

szStatus - status is returned here. Is is a string that contains 5 characters after the job completes (it is used 

with conjunction of FSAJO_WAIT_UNTIL_COMPLETED). 

Returned value of this function is one of: 

FSAERR_BUSY - verifier module is busy 

FSAERR_PERMISSION - verifier permission is not installed for that computer 

FSAERR_CANNOT_OPEN - cannot open file that should be as input 

FSAERR_BAD_PARAM - bad parameter (e.g.: missing parameter which is mandatory) 

FSAERR_BAD_FILE - file is bad (e.g.: XML file is bad) 

FSESemiForm 

WINAPI FSESemiForm (char *szTemplateName) 

Purpose 

FSESemiForm opens the SemiForm tab in FormStorm. 

Parameters 

szTemplateName - Template name, without path or file name extension. If szTemplateName is empty string, 

then all templates are displayed in this tab 

Returned value of this function is one of: 

FSAERR_PERMISSION - SemiForm is not permitted for that computer or user 
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3. Using FormStorm events  

Overview 

The events appear during normal operation of FSE. You may define custom code that will be called when the 

events appear.  

Capture events 

 

OnStartJob - event function which is called after the user clicks on the Queue Job button and before the Job 

Form is called. 

OnSendJob - event function that will be called after the pages are scanned and the user clicked on the send 

Job button, and filled the job form but before the job is sent into the queue. 

OnCapturePage - event function that will be called after a color page is captured.  

OnExportJob - internal use. 
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OCR events 

 

OnStartJob - function that is called when the job starts in the OCR stage. 

OnStartPage - function that is called before the recognition of a page. 

Notes:  

a. The function returns the value 11 to tell FormStorm that the next page is an attachment and OCR will not 

run on this 

b. The function returns 12 to tell FormStorm that it need not create a template from the next page when 

AutoForm is enabled. 

OnRecognizeTemplate - after the OCR recognized the Template for a page and before the recognition of the 

regions 

OnRecognizeTable - called after the first row is identified and the other rows are recognized using the first 

row data (TableStorm only). 

OnEndPage - after the OCR completes the recognition of the regions in a page 

OnEndJob - after all pages processed and before the job is sent back to the queue 

Note:  

a. The function returns 10 to tell FormStorm to send the job to export and not to verification. 

OnAbortJob - called when the user aborts the job. 
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Verify events 

 

OnStartJob - is called at the beginning of the job, after it was started by the verify module. 

OnStartPage - is called at the beginning of the page in page mode only. 

OnFunctionKey - is called when the verifier press a function key from F5 to F12. 

OnEndPage - is called at the end of the page in page mode only. 

OnEndJob - is called when the job is ready to be exported. 

OnExport - is called when the job is being exported 

OnAbortJob - called when verify aborts the job 

OnChangingForm - called after verifier clicks to change form type, page in form or template of the page, but 

before the page is changed. If this event returns non-zero value then the operation is cancelled. 

OnChangeForm - called after verifier changes form type, page in form or template of the page. 

OnPageUp - called when user clicks on PageUp key.  

OcrOnCliQ - event that happens when the user clicks on the image and invokes OCR-on-CliQ. 
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Export events 

 

OnStartJob - this event appears when export of a job starts. 

OnEndJob - this event appears when export of a job ends. 

OnAbortJob - when the user aborts the job. 
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Field Events 

 

Several events appear in the field level. 

Validation function - is called in several types on context. It can be called in order to check whether the field 

should be displayed, or called to check whether the field content is valid. 

OnEnter - called when verifier enters the field. 

OnExit - called when verifier exits the field. 

OnChange - called when verifier changes the field content. 

OCR-On-CliQ - called when verifier clicks on the image to gather data. The functions receive the OCR contents 

as parameters. 

OnNext - called when the verifier clicks for the next field (either tab or Enter keys). 
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Locate Function Dialog 

To select a DLL or VBScript - click on the list at the left side. Note that this list contains only the files in 

FormStorm\DLLs directory with file name extension .dll or .vbs. 

After you click on the DLL/Script you will see the list of functions in this module. Now just click on the function 

and then click OK. 

 

Click on New Script button to create a new script. Notepad will be opened and you will be able to edit and 

save the script. Click on Refresh button to update the lists of DLLs/Scripts and functions. Click on Edit Script to 

open Notepad on an existing script. Click on Test Script to run the script in test mode. 

When you run the script in test mode you will be prompt in order to provide data because no job is available 

in this stage. 

Validation Functions, Events and API 

Formstorm Enterprise API can be used in two different ways: (1) by defining events and validation functions in 

FormStorm Enterprise - in this case the initiative to call the functions comes from FormStorm Enterprise; (2) 

by calling the API from a different application. About the second way please look in Calling FormStorm 

Enterprise API from Another Application. 

The flow of information in FormStorm Enterprise is pre-defined, but there are ways to add and change 

functionality to FormStorm Enterprise operation. It is possible to change almost every step in the procedure 

of FormStorm Enterprise. For example: you can add functionality that the typist press a function key that 
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opens a database of names in order to find a match to what is written in the form; you can add any validation 

functionality to every field; you can even apply totally different user interface to the typist module. 

There are several predefined points during FormStorm Enterprise operation in which the integrator can add 

calls to external code that he should supply. For example, you can define that a new function will be called 

when the typist presses a function key. 

There are two ways to add functions to FormStorm Enterprise: 

• As a script of commands in VBScript. 

• As a 32-bit DLL. 
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Using VBScript 

The Concept 

VBScript files should be stored in FormStorm\DLLs\ directory. The file name of a VBScript must have ".vbs" 

extension and it shouldn't contain any other dot in its name. One file can contain several functions. The 

functions can be called as validation functions or events. 

A sample script CheckDigit.vbs is provided in the installation. 

When you run FormStorm Enterprise and click on the Setup tab, you can set Event and Validation functions. 

Near each function you have a tool button and when you click on this tool you will open the Locate Function. 

The functions in the script can access FormStorm Enterprise using a new object called FSE. This object 

provides access to the job data. The properties of this object are explained in FSE Object. 

 

FSE Object  

The object FSE provides access to the job data. Below you can find the list of properties of FSE object. The 

symbol R means that the property is read only, the Symbol R/W means that the property can be also changed. 

BookmarkTitle: string R/W 

The bookmark to write for a page in the created PDF file 

CanReadOnly: boolean R/W 

Use this to make the current field in verifier as read only or writable (relevant in Verifier events only). 

CompareStringsPercents: integer R 

Checks how much Str1 is similar to Str2 (0-100) 

DataExportDirectory: string R 

Directory for the exported data files. 

DataFileName: string R/W 

The exported XML file name (relevant in Export/OnEndJob or Verify/OnExport events only). 
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DataTargetFileName: string R/W 

The exported XML file name per page. Using this it is possible to split the job to several XML files or CSV files, 

and also to define the file name according to the script. 

DBDirectory: string R 

Directory of MSAccess database 

DBFieldData: string R/W 

Field data for ViewStorm queries 

DBFieldName: string R/W 

Field name for ViewStorm queries 

Deleted: boolean R/W 

Set/Check “deleted” property for current page. 

Department: string R/W 

Department name of the page, exports to DB in _Department field 

Dictionary: string R/W 

Dictionary of the current field in verifier. 

Enabled: boolean R/W 

Use this to enable / disable the current field in verifier (relevant in Verifier events only). 

EndDoc: boolean R/W 

Set/Check end-doc for current page. 

ErrorMessage: string R/W 

The message that a validation function sends to the verifier status bar in case that the field content is not 

valid. 

FieldConflict: boolean R/W 

True if there is a conflict between typist and verifier 

FieldData: string R/W 

Content of the current field 

FieldException: string R/W 

Exception of the current field 

FieldExists: boolean R 

True if current field exists in current page. 

FieldName: string R/W 

Name of the current field 

FieldOrgOCRData: string R 

The original OCR data. Useful for barcodes that might contain more than 250 characters. 
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FieldTruncated: boolean R 

Check whether the FieldData contains the full OCR results or not. Useful for barcodes that might contain more 

than 250 characters. 

FieldUpdated: boolean R/W 

Flag for updated field during verification. 

ForceDisplay: boolean R/W 

Flag for showing the field to the verifier. 

ForceDisplaySup: boolean R/W 

Flag for showing the field to the supervisor. 

FormName: string R 

Form name of the current page 

FormPageNumber: integer R 

The page number within the form of the current page 

FuncKey: integer R 

Last function key that was pressed 

ImageExportDirectory: string R 

Directory for the exported image files. 

IsAttachment: boolean R/W 

Check attachment status of a page. When you set IsAttachment as True - the page becomes attachment. 

When you set this page to False - the page becomes Not Recognized. 

JobDataExportType: integer R/W 

0 - file per each job (default) 

1 - file per each form 

2 - file per each page 

JobException: string R/W 

Exception of the job 

JobInfo: string R/W 

The job info property of the job. 

JobName: string R/W 

Name of the job (also called Job Info in capture tab) 

JobUpdated: boolean R/W 

Flag for updated job during verification. 

NextField: boolean W 

Use FSE.NextField = True to skip to the next field during verification. 
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NewFormName: string R 

Active in OnChangingFormType event only. The form name that the user selected. In order to cancel the user 

request - set FSE.Res = 1 

NewFormPageNumber: integer R 

Active in OnChangingFormType event only. The page number in the form that the user selected. In order to 

cancel the user request - set FSE.Res = 1 

NewTemplateName: string R 

Active in OnChangingFormType event only. The template name that the user selected. In order to cancel user 

request - set FSE.Res = 1 

NumberOfFields: integer R 

Number of fields in the current page. 

NumberOfPages: integer R 

Number of pages in the current job. 

Module: integer R 

Calling module. Scan=1, OCR=2, Verify=3, Second Verifier=4, Supervisor=5 

OCRFileName: string R/W 

Full path of the output file name of the current page (full text OCR) 

OriginalFileName: string R 

Full path of the original file name of the current page 

PageBarcode: string R 

Barcode that was read in the current page 

PageNetBarcode: string R 

Barcode that was read in the current page truncated up to 250 characters 

PageException: string R/W 

Exception of the current page 

PageHeight: integer R 

Height of the current page in pixels 

PageMICR: string R 

MICR that was read using magnetic ink reader. Available in CheckStorm only. 

PageNumber: integer R/W 

Current page. 

PageShiftX: integer R/W 

Shift of the page relative to the template in X direction. 

PageShiftY: integer R/W 

Shift of the page relative to the template in Y direction. 
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PageVisibility: integer R/W 

Decide whether a page in a job should be displayed to the verifier. Can be one of: 

1 - Do not display the page 

2 - Display the page if there are fields that should be verified 

3 - Display the page if there are fields that should be verified or the page type is not attachment 

4 - Display the page 

PageWidth: integer R 

Width of the current page in pixels 

Priority: boolean R/W 

Set this property to True in OnSend event to provide high priority to the job. 

PriorityLevel: boolean R/W 

Set this property to any number between 1-9. Can be used in OnSend event. Default is 5. 

QueuesDir: string R 

Directory of the queue files 

Reason: integer R 

Reason of calling the validation function. 1=display, 2=confirmation 

Res: integer R/W 

Result of function. Default is 0. 

Rotation: integer R/W 

Rotation of the current page relative to the template. 

ScriptTimeOut: integer R/W 

The default script time out in milliseconds. This is not effective for the current script. 

Separator: string R/W 

Set/Check page as separator 

SetupDir: string R 

Setup directory 

SetupFieldName: string R/W 

Name of the setup field 

SetupFieldDescription: string R 

Setup field description according to SetupFormName and SetupFieldName. 

SetupFieldDictionary: string R 

Setup field dictionary according to SetupFormName and SetupFieldName. 
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SetupFieldMinLen: integer R 

Setup field min length according to SetupFormName and SetupFieldName. 

SetupFieldMinValue: string R 

Setup field min value according to SetupFormName and SetupFieldName. 

SetupFieldMaxLen: integer R 

Setup field max length according to SetupFormName and SetupFieldName. 

SetupFieldMaxValue: string R 

Setup field max value according to SetupFormName and SetupFieldName. 

SetupFieldType: string R 

Setup field type according to SetupFormName and SetupFieldName. 

SetupFormName: string R/W 

Name of the setup form 

StationName: string R 

Station name. 

StatusBar: string W 

Set status bar text. 

StatusBarPanel: integer R/W 

Panel number of the status bar (0-2). 

Str1, Str2: string R 

Parameters to various functions. 

SystemName: string R 

System name. 

TargetFileName: string R/W 

The exported TIF file name (relevant in Export events only). 

TargetOCRFileName: string R/W 

The OCR results file name 

TemplateName: string R/W 

Template name of the current page. 

TextExists: boolean R 

Checks if text (Str1) appears on page. Need to set Str1before calling this method. E.g.: FSE.Str1=”my text” 

if FSE.TextExists then 

end if 
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UserName: string R 

User name. 

UserDepartment: string R 

User departent. 

VerifyUserName: string R 

User name of the last verifier that handled the current job. 

VerifyComment: string W 

Add comment to page during verify, will be visible later, in ViewStorm -> review invoice screen. 

VerifyFieldData: string R 

The field data that was filled by the verifier (useful for TruTypist or Supervisor modules). 

VerifyUserName: string R 

The user name of the verifier of the current job. 

Visible: boolean R/W 

Set whether a field is visible for the verifier. 

WorkDir: string R 

Working directory. 

WorkflowState: integer R/W 

Get/set the page state. Can be one of: 

WF_STATE_PENDING      = 1 ; 

WF_STATE_HOLD         = 2 ; 

WF_STATE_COMPLETED    = 3 ; 

WF_STATE_REJECTED     = 4 ; 

WF_STATE_DELETED      = 5 ; 

WF_STATE_PENREJECT    = 6 ; // pending reject 

WF_STATE_ADMIN        = 99 ; //  visible to admins and WF operators 

WorkFlowPODD: integer R/W 

Page Over Due Days – maximal allowed days for page staying in queue 
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Creating Custom DLL 
The DLL can be created using a language like C++ or Delphi. It should be stored in FormStorm\DLLs directory. 

The file name extension must be ".dll". 

To instruct FormStorm Enterprise to use a function in a DLL you need to write the name of the DLL, a dot and 

the name of the function. This should be stored in the event definition of in the validation function definition. 

In order that the external code will be effective, it must have the ability to access the data inside the current 

processed job. Therefore, the external code can call a set of function in FormStorm Enterprise API that can 

access the data inside FormStorm Enterprise. Below you can see a diagram that shows how this works: 

 

Validation Function Prototype  

The validation function has the following prototype: 

WINAPI ValidationFunction ( 

   char *szValue, 

   long iReason, 

   char *szErrorMessage) 

Parameters 

szValue - the content of the field to be checked 

iReason - the reason that the validation function is called. here are two possible reasons: FSVR_DISPLAY 

means that it is called in order to check if the field should be displayed. FSVR_CONFIRM is called when the 

typist wants to move to the next field. 

szErrorMessage - the error message that should be displayed in the status bar of the typist module 

Return code 

0 - field is valid 

1 - field is not valid 
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Event Function Prototype 

The event function has the following prototype: 

WINAPI EventFunction (void) 

This is just a function without parameters. The return code must be zero unless said otherwise. 

OCR-on-CliQ Event Prototype 

This function is called when the user invokes OCR-on-CliQ functionality. The function has the following 

prototype: 

WINAPI EventFunction (FSA_REGION_RES *RegRes) 

The function receives as a parameter the results of the OCR after the verify clicked on the image. The function 

can return 0 in order to continue normally, or FSART_CANCEL in order to cancel the normal behavior of 

FormStorm Enterprise. This is useful if the function itself stores the results in the fields and doesn't want that 

FormStorm Enterprise will do it. 

The structure FSA_REGION_RES is defined as follows: 

// structures for OcrOnClick event 

typedef struct { 

   short iLeft, iTop, iWidth, iHeight; // location 

   unsigned char iLine, iWord, iChar;  // logical location 

   unsigned char iConfidence;          // confidence of 

recognition 

   char  res[4];                       // recognition 

} FSA_CHAR_RES; 

 

typedef struct { 

   short bOCRed;        // 1 - already OCRed; Internal use 

   short nChars;  // number of characters in array 

   long  hDict;         // internal use 

   FSA_CHAR_RES *Chars; // pointer to character array 

} FSA_REGION_RES; 
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FormStorm Enterprise API Functions 

General 

All functions return 0 if successful and error code otherwise. List of error codes is given in the include files. 

FormStorm Enterprise API functions are the following: 

FSAGetSystemInfoFsagetsysteminfo - get general information about the system 

FSAGetCallerFsagetcaller - retrieve number of fields in a page 

FSAGetJobInfoFsagetjobinfo - get general information about a job that was grabbed from the queues 

FSAGetPageInfoFsagetpageinfo - get information about a page inside a job 

FSAGetFieldTypeFsagetfieldtype - get setup information about a field 

FSAGetFieldDataFsagetfielddata - get OCR data or typist data of a field 

FSASetFieldDataFsasetfielddata - change data of a field 

FSAGetCurrentFsagetcurrent - get information about the field in focus 

FSASetExceptionFsasetfault - set Exception state on field / page / job 

FSASetFieldRectFsasetfieldrect - sets the field rectangle on the registered form image 

FSASetPageDataFsasetpagedata - set rotation and shift of the page 

FSAGetStringFsagetstring - get information about the job 

FSASetStringFsasetstring - set information about the job 

FSADisplayFsadisplay - display image file in a separate window 

FSACloseDisplayFsaclosedisplay - close display window(s) 

FSASetStatusBarFsasetstatusbar - set text in status bar 

FSALogFsalog - write a line to Log file 

FSAGetNFieldsFsagetnfields -  retrieve number of fields in a page 

FSASetCurrentFieldFsagetcurrentfield - set the text selection in verify 

FSASetExportNameFsasetexportname - set the export file names 

FSAGetFieldNRegionsFsagetfieldnregions - get number of regions associated to a field 

FSAGetFieldRegionFsagetfieldregion - retrieve information about recognized region 
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FSAGetFieldCharFsagetfieldchar - retrieve information about recognized character 

FSAGetFieldCustomStringFsagetfieldcustomstring - get custom string 

FSASetFieldCustomStringFsasetfieldcustomstring - set custom string 

FSAEnableFieldFsaenablefield - set ReadOnly or Disabled properties. Works in Page Mode only 

FSAAlignFieldFsaalignfield - align field in run time 

FSASetDictionaryFsasetdictionary - set field dictionary in run timeFSAGetSystemInfo 

FSAGetSystemInfo 

WINAPI FSAGetSystemInfo ( 

   char *szSystemName, 

   char *szUserName, 

   char *szStationName, 

   char *szWorkDir, 

   char *szSystemXML, 

   long *bSameProcess) 

Purpose 

To retireve general information about the system. 

Parameters 

szSystemName - system name 

szUserName - user name 

szStationName - station name 

szWorkDir - local working directory 

szSystemXML - full path to system XML file 

bSameProcess - 1 - if FormStorm Enterprise is in the same process as the caller, 0 - otherwise 

FSAGetCaller 

WINAPI FSAGetCaller (long *iModule) 

Purpose 

To retrieve number of fields in a page 

Parameters 

iModule - calling module is returned here 
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FSAGetJobInfo 

WINAPI FSAGetJobInfo ( 

   long iModule, 

   char *szJobName, 

   long *nPages, 

   char *szException) 

Purpose 

To retireve information about a job. 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_INPUT, FSAM_OCR, FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This 

parameter is input. 

szJobName - Job name 

nPages - number of pages in the job 

szException - the exception that is set for the job. 

FSAGetPageInfo 

WINAPI FSAGetPageInfo ( 

   long iModule, 

   long iPage, 

   char *szForm, 

   long *iPageInForm, 

   char *szTemplate, 

   long *iWidth, 

   long *iHeight, 

   char *szException) 

Purpose 

To retireve information about a page. 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR, FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 

szForm - Form name of this page 

iPageInForm - page number inside the form (for forms that contain several pages) 
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szTemplate - the matched template of this page 

iWidth - width of page in pixels 

iHeight - height of the page in pixels 

szException - exception that is defined for the page 

FSAGetFieldType 

WINAPI FSAGetFieldType ( 

   long iModule, 

   long iPage, 

   char *szFieldName, 

   char *szFieldType, 

   long *iMinLen, 

   long iMaxLen, 

   char *szMinValue, 

   char *szMaxalue) 

Purpose 

To retireve information about the setup parameters of a field. 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR, FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 

szFieldName - field name 

szFieldType - Field Type is returned here 

iMinLen, iMaxLen - min/max length of field data 

szMinValue,szMaxValue - minimal and maximal values of field 

FSAGetFieldData 

WINAPI FSAGetFieldData ( 

   long iModule, 

   long iPage, 

   char *szFieldName, 

   char *szFieldData, 

   char *szException, 
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   long *iAttributes, 

   long *iLeft, 

   long *iTop, 

   long *iWidth, 

   long *iHeight) 

Purpose 

To retireve information about a field. 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR, FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 

szFieldName - field name 

szFieldData - OCR result or typist result is returned here 

szException - exception that is defined for the field 

iAttributes - set of: FSATT_RECOGNIZED, FSATT_AMBIGUOUS, FSATT_COMPLETED, FSATT_ONSCREEN, 

FSATT_INFOCUS 

iLeft, iTop - top left corner of region 

iWidth - width of region in pixels 

iHeight - height of the region in pixels 

FSASetFieldData 

WINAPI FSASetFieldData ( 

   long iModule, 

   long iPage, 

   char *szFieldName, 

   char *szFieldData) 

Purpose 

To change the data of a field. 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR, FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 

szFieldName - field name 

szFieldData - new field data 
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FSAGetCurrent 

WINAPI FSAGetCurrent ( 

   long iModule, 

   long iPage, 

   char *szFieldName, 

   long *iSelStart, 

   long *iSelLength, 

   long *iFuncKey) 

Purpose 

To retrieve information about the field in focus (typist) or the page (ocr). 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR, FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 

szFieldName - field name 

iSelStart - relevant if iModule=FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. The character offset of the 

first selected character in the field in focus 

iSelLength - relevant if iModule=FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. The length of the 

selected text in the field in focus 

iFuncKey - number of function key that was pressed (5-12). 0 means that no function key was pressed. 

FSASetException 

WINAPI FSASetException ( 

   long iModule, 

   long iPage, 

   char *szFieldName, 

   char *szException) 

Purpose 

To change the data of a field. 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR, FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job. If iPage=0 then the exception is set in Job level. 

szFieldName - field name. If FieldName="" then the exception is set in Page level. 
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szException - Exception text 

FSASetFieldRect 

WINAPI FSASetFieldRect ( 

   long iModule, 

   long iPage, 

   char *szFieldName, 

   long iLeft,  

   long iTop,  

   long iWidth,  

   long iHeight) 

Purpose 

To change the region of a field. 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR, FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 

szFieldName - field name 

iLeft, iTop, iWidth, iHeight - new region coordinates 

FSASetPageData 

WINAPI FSASetPageData ( 

   long iModule, 

   long iPage, 

   long iRotate, 

   long iShiftX,  

   long iShiftY, 

   char *szTemplate) 

Purpose 

To change the region of a field. 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR, FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 

iRotate - 0-4 - the new value for the rotation 
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iShiftX, iShiftY - shift in pixels relative to template 

szTemplate - new template name 

FSAGetString 

WINAPI FSAGetString ( 

   long iModule, 

   char *szWhat, 

   char *szStr, 

   long iLen) 

Purpose 

To receive information regarding the job 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR, FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input. 

szWhat - one of:  

"OFN" - to receive job original file name 

"JUD" - to receive job user data. User data is reserved for the user use only. 

"QD" - to receive the full path to Queues directory. 

"DFN" - to received exported data file name (in Verify.OnExport event). 

"TFN" - to receive target TIFF file name (in Verify.OnExport event). If you wish to get the TIFF file name of a 

certain page you should use the parameter "TFN:#" where # is the page number. E.g.: "TFN:1" will get the TIFF 

file name of the first page. 

"MPN" - to receive Matchning Process Name. To get the Mathing Process Name of a certain page you should 

use the parameter "MPN:#" where # is the page number. E.g.: "MPN:1" will get the Mathing Process Name of 

the first page. 

szStr - result string is returned here 

iLen - maximal length of returned string 

FSASetString 

WINAPI FSASetString ( 

   long iModule, 

   char *szWhat, 

   char *szStr) 
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Purpose 

To set information regarding the job 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR, FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input. 

szWhat - one of:  

"JUD" - to set job user data. User data is reserved for the user use only. 

"IE" or "IE:pagenumber" - set image enhancement string. This is relevant in OCR module only. This image 

enhancement procedure is applied before the matching is applied. If the parameter is "IE" without a number - 

the enhancement string will be applied to all pages in the current job. If a page number is used (e.g.: "IE:4") 

then this enhancement string is applied to this page only. Click on Image Enhancement 

StringImageEnhancementString for details about the format of this string. 

szStr - string to set 

FSADisplay 

WINAPI FSADisplay ( 

   long*hWnd, 

   char *szFileName, 

   long iPage, 

   long iLeft,  

   long iTop,  

   long iWidth,  

   long iHeight, 

   long iCenterLeft,  

   long iCenterTop, 

   long iZoom, 

   long bChangePages) 

Purpose 

To open an image viewer window for an image file. You can open several windows in the same time. See also 

FSACloseDisplayFsaclosedisplay regarding how to close these window(s). 

Parameters 

hWnd - Window handle is returned here. 

szFileName - full path to file name to open 

iPage - page number to display 

iLeft, iTop, iWidth, iHeight - location of window on screen Units: screen coordinates. 
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iCenterLeft, iCenterTop - coordinates of the location on the page that should be displayed in the center of the 

window. Units: pixels. 

iZoom - zoom ratio in percents 

bChangePages - 0 means that user cannot change page number, 1 means that user can change page number. 

Other values are reserved for future use. 

FSACloseDisplay 

WINAPI FSACloseDisplay (long hWnd) 

Purpose 

To close one or more image displays 

Parameters 

hWnd - the display to close. This value was created by FSADisplayFsadisplay function. If hWnd=0 then all 

display windows will be closed. 

FSASetStatusBar 

WINAPI FSASetStatusBar (long iBar, char *szText) 

Purpose 

To set text in one of the status bars at the bottom of FSE screen. 

Parameters 

iBar - the index of the bar to set. The left bar has index 0, the middle has index 1 and the right has index 2. 

szText - text to display 

FSALog 

WINAPI FSALog (char *szText) 

Purpose 

To write text to log file. 

Parameters 

szText - text to write to log file 

FSAGetNFields 

WINAPI FSAGetNFields ( 

   long iModule,  

   long iPage,  

   long *nFields) 
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Purpose 

To retrieve number of fields in a page 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR, FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 

nFields - number of fields is returned here 

FSASetCurrentField 

WINAPI FSASetCurrentField ( 

   long iModule,  

   long iPage,  

   char *szFieldName,  

   long iSelStart,  

   long iSelLength) 

Purpose 

To set the text selection in verify. 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 

szFieldName - field name 

iSelStart - index of the first character in the selection. First character has zero index. 

iSelLength - number of selected characters. 

FSASetExportName 

WINAPI FSASetExportName ( 

   long iModule,  

   char *szExpDataName,  

   char *szExpImageName) 

Purpose 

To set the export file names 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR, FSAM_EXPORT. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 
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szExpDataName - name of exported data file 

szExpImageName - name of exported image file 

FSAGetFieldNRegions 

WINAPI FSAGetFieldNRegions ( 

   long iModule,  

   long iPage,  

   char *szFieldName, 

   long *nRegions) 

Purpose 

To get number of regions associated to a field 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 

szFieldName - field name 

nRegions - number of regions is returned here 

FSAGetFieldRegion 

WINAPI FSAGetFieldRegion ( 

   long iModule,  

   long iPage   char *szFieldName, 

   long iRegion,  

   long *iType,  // normal, checkbox, yyyymmdd, yyyy, mm, dd, 

etc 

   long *iLeft, 

   long *iTop,  

   long *iWidth,  

   long *iHeight, 

   long *nChars) 

Purpose 

To retrieve information about recognized region 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 
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iRegion - region number (zero based) 

iType - type of region is returned here 

iLeft, iTop, iWidth, iHeight - region coordinates in pixels 

nChars - number of recognized characters 

FSAGetFieldChar 

WINAPI FSAGetFieldChar ( 

   long iModule,  

   long iPage,  

   char *szFieldName, 

   long iRegion,  

   long iChar, 

   long *iASCII,  

   long *iConfidence,  

   long *iASCII2,  

   long *iConfidence2,  

   long *iLeft, 

   long *iTop,  

   long *iWidth,  

   long *iHeight) 

Purpose 

To retrieve information about recognized character in a region 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 

iRegion - region number (zero based) 

iChar - character number (zero based) 

iASCII - ascii value of first choice is returned here 

iConfidence - confidence value of first choice is returned here (0-100) 

iASCII2 - ascii value of second choice is returned here 

iConfidence2 - confidence value of second choice is returned here (0-100) 

iLeft, iTop, iWidth, iHeight - character coordinates in pixels 
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FSAGetFieldCustomString 

WINAPI FSAGetNFields ( 

   long iModule,  

   long iPage,  

   char *szFieldName, 

   long iMaxLen, 

   char *szCustomString) 

Purpose 

To get custom string 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR, FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 

szFieldName - field name. can be empty string or valid field name. 

iMaxLen - maximal length of buffer for the returned string 

szCustomString - custom string is returned here 

FSASetFieldCustomString 

WINAPI FSASetNFields ( 

   long iModule,  

   long iPage,  

   char *szFieldName, 

   char *szCustomString) 

Purpose 

To set custom string 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR, FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 

szFieldName - field name. can be empty string or valid field name. 

szCustomString - custom string 
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FSAEnableField 

WINAPI FSAEnableField ( 

   long iModule,  

   long iPage,  

   char *szFieldName,  

   long iReadOnly, 

   long iEnable, 

   long iHide)     

Purpose 

To set ReadOnly or Disabled properties. Works in Page Mode only. 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input.  

iPage - page number in the job 

szFieldName - field name 

iReadOnly - 0 - false, 1 - true, 2 - don't change 

iEnable - 0 - false, 1 - true, 2 - don't change 

iHide - for future use. must be set to 2 

FSAAlignField 

WINAPI FSAEnableField ( 

   long iModule,  

   long iPage,  

   char *szFieldName,  

   long iEOLBefore, 

   long iEOLAfter, 

   long iEOPBefore, 

   long iEOPAfter, 

   long iHideDescription)     

Purpose 

To align field in run time. Works in Page Mode only. 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input.  

iPage - page number in the job 
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szFieldName - field name 

iEOLBefore - line break before. 0 - false, 1 - true, 2 - don't change 

iEOLAfter - line break after. 0 - false, 1 - true, 2 - don't change 

iEOPBefore - page break before. 0 - false, 1 - true, 2 - don't change 

iEOPAfter - page break after. 0 - false, 1 - true, 2 - don't change 

iHideDescription - hide field description. 0 - false, 1 - true, 2 - don't change 

FSASetDictionary 

WINAPI FSASetDictionary ( 

   long iModule,  

   long iPage,  

   char *szFieldName,  

   char *szDictionary) 

Purpose 

To set field dictionary in run time 

Parameters 

iModule - one of: FSAM_TYPIST, FSAM_TYPIST2, FSAM_SUPERVISOR. This parameter is input. 

iPage - page number in the job 

szFieldName - field name 

szDictionary - dictionary name (from FormStorm\Dict directory). 
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4. Using ViewStorm Events 

ViewStorm Events 
To customize ViewStorm it is possible to define buttons and button events which happen when user clicks on 

the button. 

 

ViewStorm Library Reference 
The functions that are called using a button can use a specific subset of FormStorm Enterprise API. All these 

function names start with "FSAQ". 

These functions can access and create data set. A data set is a set of records in Access database that meet a 

certain criteria. 

You may use up to 3 data set with FormStorm Enterprise API. They have indices 0-2. Data set 0 is displayed on 

the screen in the grid of ViewStorm. The other two data sets are used only by the called function. 

FSAQRunQuery 

WINAPI FSAQRunQuery ( 

   long iDB,  

   long iByName,  

   char *szQueryName) 
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Purpose 

To run a query and create data set. 

Parameters 

iDB - data set number. Possible values: 0-2. 

iByName - 0 - means that this is the SQL command. 1 - means that this is the query name. 

szQueryName - query name or SQL command. 

FSAQGetNFields 

WINAPI FSAQGetNFields (long iDB, long *nFields) 

Purpose 

To run a query and create data set. 

Parameters 

iDB - data set number. Possible values: 0-2. 

nFields - number of fields in the data set is returned here 

FSAQGetColumn 

WINAPI FSAQGetColumn ( 

   long iDB,  

   long iField,  

   char *szFieldName, 

   long *iFieldType) 

Purpose 

To get the field name and type of a data set. 

Parameters 

iDB - data set number. Possible values: 0-2. 

iField - column number 

szFieldName - field name 

iFieldType - field type (one of FSAFT_ constants) 

FSAQGetFieldValue 

WINAPI FSAQGetFieldValue ( 

   long iDB,  

   char *szFieldName, 
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   char *szFieldData) 

Purpose 

To get field value from the current record in the data set 

Parameters 

iDB - data set number. Possible values: 0-2. 

szFieldName - field name in the data set 

szFieldData - field data is returned here 

FSAQSetFieldValue 

WINAPI FSAQSetFieldValue ( 

   long iDB,  

   char *szFieldName, 

   char *szFieldData) 

Purpose 

To set field value from the current record in the data set 

Parameters 

iDB - data set number. Possible values: 0-2. 

szFieldName - field name in the data set 

szFieldData - field data 

FSAQFirst 

WINAPI FSAQFirst (long iDB) 

Purpose 

Set the first record of a data set as the current record 

Parameters 

iDB - data set number. Possible values: 0-2. 

FSAQNext 

WINAPI FSAQNext (long iDB) 

Purpose 

Advance the current record 

Parameters 

iDB - data set number. Possible values: 0-2. 
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FSAQEmpty 

WINAPI FSAQEmpty (long iDB) 

Purpose 

Check if data set is empty. Return value is 1 if the data set is empty, 0 if not empty. 

Parameters 

iDB - data set number. Possible values: 0-2. 
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5. FormStorm File Formats 

FormStorm Exported Files 
FormStorm exports several kinds of files. Sometimes the developer will need to understand the exported file 

structure in order to manipulate these files. 

The files that will be described here are: 

Job XML - created per each job 

Job CSV / Simple Job CSV - created per each job 

Log File - created daily 

Job XML 

The XML file that is created for each job contains the following hierarchy: 

Job (one such entry in the file) 

RJobPage (one such entry per job, if there is a job form) 

RPage (one such entry for each page in the job) 

RPgInfo (one entry per page – exists if the job contains document structure) 

RField (one entry for each field in a page) 

Job properties: 

job_name - not in use 

job_type - not in use 

exception - exception type for the job 

exc_comm – comment for the exception 

verify_user_name – last verify user name that accessed this job 

RPage (and RJobPage) properties: 

form_name - form name of this page 

setup_page_no - page number in the form 

template_name - template that was matched to the form 

state - one of: "recognized" (if the page was recognized by FormStorm Enterprise) or "not recognize"). 
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shift_x - shift of X axis of the page relative to the template. This is useful only if the page was not recognized 

automatically by FormStorm Enterprise 

shift_y - same as above for the vertical shift 

rotate - same as above for the rotation. 0 - no rotation, 1 - 90% degrees rotation, etc. 

exception - page exception 

orig_file_name – original file name of this page 

RPgInfo properties: 

attach – 0=not an attachment, -1 - attachment 

deleted – 0=not marked for deletion, -1 - marked for deletion 

end_doc – 0=not last page in the document, -1 - last page in the document 

sep – 0=not separator page, -1 - separator page 

RField properties: 

field_name - Field Name 

org_ocr - recognition of OCR engines 

ocr_content - recognition after OCR post processing 

typist_content - result after the typist corrected the field 

state - one of: "recognized", "validated" 

exception - field exception 

left, top, right, bottom – coordinates in the page image 

conf – OCR confidence 

Job CSV 

Below is a sample of the output of Comma Separated Value (CSV) file of one job of FormStorm Enterprise. The 

job contains 6 pages of two form types ("Summary Form" and "Sale Form"). 

Summary Form 

PageNo,NumOfSales,Date,Amount 

1,"4","20030210","1100" 

5,"4","20030323","1533" 

 

Sale Form 
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PageNo,Amount,SaleDate 

2,"45","20030210" 

3,"177","20020530" 

4,"555","20020410" 

6,"35790","20021216" 

 

Exceptions 

Page,Field,Type 

3,Amount,"field is not clear" 

 

The output is straight forward: the forms are given sorted by form types and then sorted by page number. 

First raw of ear form type is the name of the form, second raw are the names of the fields, and then each raw 

contains one page in the form. 

After all pages, the Exceptions are given in a new table.  

Simple Job CSV 

Below is a sample of the output of Simple CSV file of one job of FormStorm Enterprise. This format can be 

used for jobs with one type of forms. The job contains 4 pages of "Sale Form". 

PageNo,Amount,SaleDate 

1,"45","20030210" 

2,"177","20020530" 

3,"555","20020410" 

4,"35790","20021216" 

Log File Format 

Log files are created per each day that the system works. Each line in the log file is created for one operation. 

The general format of a log line is: 

hh:mm:ss station username operation data 

hh:mm:ss - the time 

station - station number that did the operation 

username - user name 

operation - one of: 
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10 - Error message 

11 - Warning 

20 - Log line entered manually from Log tab 

21 - Log line entered using API call FSALog 

30 - A job was sent to the queues 

40 - OCR started to process a job 

41 - OCR completed processing a job 

42 - OCR aborted processing 

43 - list of templates that were used for matching in this job 

44 – OCR error 

45 – original file name 

50 - Verifier started processing a job 

51 - Verify completed processing a job 

52 - Verify abort or discard changes 

60 - TruTypist started processing a job 

61 - TruTypist completed processing a job 

62 - TruTypist aborted or discard changes 

70 - Supervisor started processing a job 

71 - Supervisor completed processing a job 

72 - Supervisor aborted or discarded changes 

80 - Export started processing a job 

81 - Export completed processing a job 

82 - Export abort or discard changes 

90 - Job moved to another queue manually 

91 - Job was deleted from the queue manually 

92 - Job was held or released 

100 - Matching started processing a job 
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101 - Matching completed processing a job 

102 - Matching abort or discard changes 

110 - QC started processing a job 

111 - QC completed processing a job 

112 - QC abort or discard changes 

113 - QC move a job between queues 

114 - QC held a job 

120 - Login 

 

The format of data depends on the operation. It is as follows: 

 

Operation Format 

10, 11, 20, 21 any string 

30 job #pages 

40, 42, 50, 52, 60, 62, 70, 72, 

80, 81, 82, 91, 100, 102, 110, 

112 

job 

41 job #pages #recognized-pages 

#non-empty-regions #empty-

regions #recognized-regions 

43 job templates (; separated) 

45 job original-file-name 

51, 61, 71, 101, 111 job #pages #recognized-pages 

#wrongly-recognized-pages #non-

empty-fields #empty-fields 

#recognized-fields #wrongly-
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recognized-fields #characters 

#recognized-characters #wrongly-

recognized-characters 

90 job from-queue to-queue 

92 job 0/1 (0-hold, 1-release) 

113 job from-QC to-qOCR 

114 job 0/1 (1=hold) 

120 new-user return-code ip-address 

system 

return code can be one of: 110-

success, 111-error in password, 

112-user is locked due to too many 

login errors 
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6. Appendix I: Obsolete Functions 

FSADoJob 

WINAPI FSADoJob ( 

   char *szJob, 

   long iModule, 

   char *szFileName, 

   long iOptions, 

   FSAAPI_JOB_COMPLETED pCallback) 

Purpose 

To OCR or Verify a file. 

Parameters 

szJob - Job name is returned here. This name can be used later to access the job files in the Queues directory. 

iModule - one of: FSAM_OCR, FSAM_VERIFY. This parameter is input. 

szFileName - necessary if iModule is FSAM_OCR. This should be a TIF file with a single page or multiple pages. 

iOptions - a set of options: 

FSAJO_PUT_IN_QUEUE - if this option is set then the job is created in the Queues directory and the function 

returns. This option allows you to use an OCR station as a server. Generally this option is used with a callback 

function (see next parameter) or with the function FSAJobStatus. 

FSAJO_WAIT_BUSY - this option is relevant only if FSA_PUT_IN_QUEUE is not set. If this option is set and 

FormStorm Enterprise currently is busy with another job - then the function waits until the current job 

completes. Otherwise - it returns with an error code FSAERR_BUSY. 

FSAJO_SHOW_UI - relevant if iModule is FSAM_OCR. If this option is not set then FormStorm Enterprise 

remains in minimized state and the recognition results are not displayed in FormStorm Enterprise user 

interface. 

FSAJO_OUTPUT_CSV - by default - FormStorm Enterprise creates only an XML file that contains the results. If 

this option is set then a file with an extension ".csv" is also created in the Queues directory. This file is the 

"comma separated values" file that contains the job result. See Export File Format - Comma 

DelimitedExportFileFormatCommaDelimited about the format of this file. 

pCallback - callback function. This function is called when the job completes. VB programmers: please see the 

example source about how to use this parameter. 

FSAJobStatus 

WINAPI FSAJobStatus ( 
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   char *szJob, 

   long *iStatus) 

Purpose 

To check if a job already completed. 

Parameters 

szJob - Job name that was returned previously by FSADoJobFsadojob.  

iStatus - Status of the job is returned here. iStatus can be one of: 

FSAST_WAITING - the job is still waiting for processing. 

FSAST_IN_PROCESS - the job is currently processed. 

FSAST_DONE - the job completed successfully. 

FSAST_BAD - the job completed unsuccessfully. 

FSAST_NOTEXIST - the job doesn't exist. 

FSADeleteJobFiles 

WINAPI FSADeleteJobFiles (char *szJob) 

Purpose 

To delete all job related files from the Queues directory. 

Parameters 

szJob - Job name that was returned previously by FSADoJobFsadojob. 
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